
Globalists versus little Europeans

How many more times do we have to debate staying in the Customs union? The
Commons has twice had important lively debates, and has twice voted
decisively to leave the Customs Union in accordance with the views of both
the Remain  and Leave campaigns in the referendum that we would have to or
want to. The amendment to the EU Withdrawal Bill in the Commons to keep us in
the customs union was defeated by 322 votes to 99. The proposed amendment to
the Queen’s speech debate along similar lines was rejected by a similar
margin.   The whole Bill without customs union membership was approved by 324
to 295.

Remain always wanted to make the referendum a debate just about trade. Leave
countered that it was a debate about something  much bigger. It was a debate
about democracy itself, and who is in charge. We voted leave to take back
control of our money, our borders, our laws, and yes also our trade policy.
In the referendum debates I always stressed both that it was in  the EU’s
interest to accept the UKs likely offer of a free trade deal, and that  they
might nonetheless decide to self harm. Given the imbalance in trade and the
fact that tariffs are only high on agriculture, the UK could do just fine on
WTO terms.

The trade debate itself is one between Little Europeans and Globalists. The
Remain case was always contradictory.  They say that WTO terms on UK/ EU
trade would be deeply damaging to the UK, but our bigger  trade with the
faster growing rest of the world on WTO terms was just fine! Remain decided
to grossly exaggerate possible adverse effects of agricultural tariffs on the
UK, a net importer, and ignore them on the rest of the EU, the net exporter!
During our membership of the CAP and CFP we have lost market share and ended
up as heavy importers. Meanwhile we are banned from buying cheaper imports
from non EU sources, where they make us impose large tariffs.

We globalists constantly pointed out in the referendum that the EU Customs
Union was a nasty set of restrictions on our trade with the rest of the
world. They are especially damaging to poorer countries who would like to
sell us their food at good prices but face large tariff walls. The Leave side
had its own debate between those  who think like me we should bargain away
some of these tariffs for free trade deals with many  countries, and those
who wished unilaterally to sweep away many of the food tariffs and go for
cheaper food straight away.

I find it difficult to  accept another Groundhog day where the Remain
politicians and media wish to relaunch their incoherent Little European
approach to trade, and wish to reinforce the EU s aggressive stance against
food producing poor countries. Giving a bit more aid is  no substitute for
trade which could help lift the incomes of poorer countries  more quickly.

I am a globalist in this debate. It is better for the emerging countries. It
is also better for UK farms and fishermen, who will recapture market share
from the continent when we leave properly.

http://www.government-world.com/globalists-versus-little-europeans/


Dhvani se SabdaurChinh Exhibition
inaugurated at NGMA, Mumbai
An exhibition titled “Dhvani se SabdaurChinh” was inaugurated at National
Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai today evening. Curated by AdwaitaGadanayak and
his team, the exhibition speaks to us about southern sensibilities and
singular identities that were forged through scholarly adaptations, multiple
skills and experiments that were seeking to juxtapose the notions of the
modern with the traditional.
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Union Home Minister holds meeting with
the Finance Commission
Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh held a meeting with Shri N K Singh,
Chairman of the 15th Finance Commission and members of the Commission on
19.04.18. Ministers of State for Home Affairs, Shri Hansraj Gangaram Ahir and
Shri Kiren Rijiju, Union Home Secretary Shri Rajiv Gauba and Senior Officers
from MHA were present during the meeting.
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Urban rural divide in providing
medical care must end: Vice President
The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu has said that urban rural
divide in providing medical care must end adding that people living in rural
areas must have access to affordable and quality healthcare.
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PM addresses Civil Servants on the
occasion of Civil Services Day
The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today addressed Civil Servants on the
occasion of Civil Services Day. He said the occasion is one of Appreciation,
Evaluation and Introspection. He described the Prime Minister’s Award as a
step towards motivating civil servants, and congratulated the awardees.
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